Size-based characterization of nanometric cationic maghemite particles using capillary zone electrophoresis.
Size-sorted maghemite (gamma-Fe(2)O(3)) particle populations of number mean solid diameters ranging from 6 to 10 nm were suspended and directly characterized in their stabilizing acidic, citrated or basic aqueous media using CZE coupled with UV detection. Analytical conditions were optimized in order to ensure reliable mobility measurements of these ferrofluids in their anionic and cationic forms. Particular interest has been paid to the investigation of the positively charged ferrofluids since cationic colloids have received little attention so far. A strategy for capillary wall modification was chosen in order to prevent particle adsorption while preserving high analytical performances. The influence of experimental conditions such as particle volume fraction, injection volume, electric field strength and electrolyte nature on electrophoretic profiles and measured electrophoretic mobilities was evaluated. A size-dependent electrophoretic mobility was demonstrated and discussed in terms of the ratio of the particle radius to Debye length with reference to existing models (Henry, etc.). Although these nanometric particle distributions lie in a very narrow size range, partial separation was obtained with selectivity varying as a function of electrolyte ionic strength.